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                                              Foreword 

This essay introduces a hitherto unexplored topic in Gandhi studies: 
the Mahatma as a modern social psychologist. Prof. Lindley views it in 
the context of how certain eminent psychologists and economists and 
other representative figures of 19th-century Western culture were 
influenced by social developments due to industrial capitalism, the 
emergence of which he regards as defining the onset of “modern” life.  

After an initial chapter sketching out the structure of the essay, 
Chapter 2 outlines a view of Western industrial civilization in the latter 
half of the 19th-century. The author says that the neoclassical econo-
mists, while devising the psychological concept of “marginal utility”, 
also adopted a distorted version of Bentham’s Utilitarian philosophy. 
Gandhi would then reject the ostensibly (but not really) Benthamite  
precept of “greatest good of the greatest number”, in favour of his own 
precept of “service to all” – sarvodaya. This chapter also mentions 



Marx’s Das Kapital, Herbert Spencer’s “social Darwinism”, and various 
developments in psychology and sociology, music, architecture, and 
literature, and even in healthcare (Louis Kuhne’s “nature cure”, which 
Gandhi studied with great interest and which Prof. Lindley regards as 
an innovation because Kuhne practiced it in a city rather than in a rural 
setting).  

Chapter 3 refers to Tonnies’s seminal book of academic sociological 
theory, Community and Society (1887), according to which cooperative 
and collaborative social relationships in small traditional communities 
are based on “real and organic” psychological bonds, whereas coopera-
tive or at least collaborative relationships in large societies tend to be  

“mental and mechanical” (and those societies therefore need written 
laws). The author cites also Prof. Edward Ross’s book, Social Control 
(1901), according to which Community tends to decay into Society be-
cause of “frequent change of domicile” and the race for money.  



The author points out that real social associations are intermediate 
between the theoretical extremes of pure Community and pure Soci-
ety. He finds this dichotomy discernible also in the Gandhi-Nehru 
debate with Gandhi’s concept of ideal villages and Nehru’s focus on 
developing a modern society, and in the work of two eminent 20th-
century economists: Douglass North, who praised constant increase of 
industrial productivity as the predominant purpose of modern eco-
nomic activity, and Friedrich von Hayek, who felt that instinctive moral 
impulses should not be considered moral.  

Chapter 4 deals with Le Bon's path-breaking book, The Psychology 
of Crowds (1895). Prof. Lindley says that a psychological focus on the 
individual must be complemented by crowd psychology in order to ex-
plain modern social-economic phenomena. He also draws upon the 
concept, introduced by Prof. Benedict Anderson (1983), of “imagined 
communities” (such as nations and various kinds of religious, social or 
economic groupings – or even the whole of humankind). An “imagined 



community” bids for loyalty even though it is too large to be a real 
community.  

Prof. Lindley says that Gandhi’s understanding of crowd psychology, 
as demonstrated in the satyagrahas led by him, was deeper than Le 
Bon’s entirely fearful view of crowds. He points out that Gandhi would 
make the natural instinct not to harm or kill other humans prevail over 
the instinct to defend by violence against attacks; that Martin Luther 
King saw how Gandhi had transformed the traditional religious love-
ethic for individuals into a social principle and a precept for relations 
between imagined communities; that Gandhi was guided by the Isho-
panishad’s first verse, which teaches us to identify ourselves with all 
life and entire Creation (as it is all divine); and that according to Prof. 
Timmerman (of York University) the “Gandhian principles of self-reali-
zation through nonviolence have arguably been the most powerful 
political force for good” in various episodes of late 20th and early 21st 
century history. 



Also pointed out in Chapter 4, however, is that the element of moral 
indignation in massive political protest can readily lead to mob vio-
lence, and that in order for satyagraha to have its proper effect, this  

latent danger has to be overcome, as Gandhi showed, by careful self-
discipline (swaraj). 

Prof. Lindley mentions that the leaders of the Nazi Party in Germany 
studied Le Bon’s book and applied its concepts in their political work. 
He regards constructive Gandhian applications of crowd psychology as 
even more “modern” than fascist applications, and points out that the 
subtitle, Experiments with Truth, of Gandhi’s autobiography indicates 
a scientific as well as spiritual intent, and that Gandhian endeavours 
must continue to be adapted to present conditions.  

Chapter 5 dwells on a great 21st-century challenge of coping with 
the rapidly declining capacity of Earth to provide the natural material 
resources (both renewable and non-renewable) and services needed 
by humankind. The author says that this challenge will call for “a better 



kind of crowd psychology” and self-discipline “than can be provided 
by any kind of fascism”.  He draws upon Prof. Stephen Marglin’s book, 
The Dismal Science: How Thinking Like an Economist Undermines Com-
munity (2008), to explain how market relationships tend to erode com-
munity values, and he argues that in order to counter this social ero-
sion we should utilize our new technologies of communication to build 
up constructive associative webs and an effective “global community” 
in order to address today’s challenges. Here, Gandhi’s concerns about 
environmental/ecological issues should also be studied.  

The sixth and final chapter sums up the main lines of the argument.  

This essay offers a very thought-provoking introductory study of the 
relevance of Gandhian social psychology to the daunting and fast-
evolving phase of humankind’s existence today.   

Y.P. Anand 
New Delhi,  

October 2018  



 

                         Author’s preface to the second edition   
 

I visited Patna two years ago to give the 2018 A.N. Sinha Memorial 
Lecture, and then came to Aurangabad for a visiting professorship at 
BAMU and an adjunct professorship at Mahatma Gandhi Mission’s 
College of Journalism and Mass Media. The head of the College wanted 
me to supply a book for publication; so I added to the Sinha Lecture 
some footnotes and illustrative anecdotes; Dr. Anand kindly contrib-
uted a foreword; and the Dean of Studies at the Gandhi Research 
Foundation, Dr. John Chelladurai, kindly visited Aurangabad to receive 
the ‘first copy’. During the time since then, the first edition of the book 
has been exhausted, I have been appointed to a broader professorship 
at the MGM University, and some worthwhile (it seems to me) addi-
tional reflections on various points in the book have occurred to me.  



 
The result is an argument which may sprawl too much here and there, 
but the main lines of it (as described in Dr. Anand’s foreword and again 
in my introductory chapter on pages 13-15) are still the same.  

A wonderful college professor of mine used to say that “a book is 
a machine for thinking with”. (This was a play on the first sentence of 
Le Corbusier’s famous book on ‘functional’ architecture: “A house is a 
machine for living in.”) I hope that my anecdotes and footnotes may 
remind you of equally good anecdotes and potential footnotes that you 
could provide to help consolidate or indeed to modify (as the case may 
be) the basic points. If it is a matter of modifying some of them, please 
let me know at marklindley@mgmu.ac.in. 

Mark Lindley  
Aurangabad, 

October 2020 



 

1.  Introduction 

The first part of this essay will describe some background to Gandhi’s 

greatness as a psychologist. I am a Westerner who cannot read Hindi 

or Gujarati, and so will focus on some details of the modern Western 

cultural background – modern in the sense that it emerged along 

with industrial capitalism. It seems to me that such was implicitly the 

meaning of the word “modern” in the insightful statement, in Hind 

Swaraj (1909), that modern Western civilization would be a “nine 

days’ wonder”. 
 

I won’t say how many decades I think will have made up each of the 

nine metaphorical days. But I will explain, in a later part of the essay, 

why we are now on Day 9. 



Here is a brief outline of the main argument:  
 

Gustav Le Bon introduced into sociology the concept of “crowd psy-

chology”, but said that modern politically powerful crowds cannot 

create but can only destroy, whereas Gandhi said that such crowds 

can, by exercising swaraj (self-discipline) and hence ahimsa, play a 

constructive role in society. Ferdinand Tönnies distinguished theo-

retically between the concepts of primeval, “organic” community 

(based on identity, trust, religion and loving mutual forbearance) 

and modern, legalistic society (with its economy based largely on 

money and hence on somewhat impersonalised social relations). 

Gandhi sought to infuse community values into 20th-century Indian 

society.  



Footnote: For a scholarly account of how Ambedkar’s critique of Gandhi led 
the Mahatma eventually to decide that the entire caste system (not just the 
practice of Untouchability) must be dismantled, “root and branch”, see 
www.academia.edu/326347/Changes_in_Mahatma_Gandhi_s_views_on_c
aste_and_intermarriage.   
 

Another useful theoretical concept – introduced into sociology in the 

1980s – is that of “imagined communities” (nations, big castes, great 

religions, etc.), with which we may identify ourselves personally 

even though they are too big to be real communities. Every brand of 

fascism is based on scapegoating some imagined community, but 

Gandhian nonviolence and satyagraha are based on identification 

with the imagined community of Humankind.  

 



 

2. Notes on the concept used here of historically “modern” 
 

Let me clarify my sense of “modernity”, by arguing, first of all, that 

Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations (1776) was not really modern ac-

cording to the meaning of the word used here. Although some initial 

features of the “Industrial Revolution” with regard to textiles were al-

ready operative, James Watt’s vital steam-engine invention was brand 

new in the 1770s. Watt devised in 1783 the quantitative concept of 

“horsepower” as a unit of measure for the rate at which physical work 

is done (one horsepower is equal to nearly 750 watts), and then the 

ever more efficient steam engines and the like which were developed 

during the first half of the 19th century became, by the 1850s, vital to 

more and more Western-style manufacture as well as transportation. 

From my outlook as a late-20th- and early-21st-century economist, 

that looks like the onset of modern Western civilization. 



Among the cultural consequences in regard to economic theory was 

that the “neoclassical” economists (starting with W.S. Jevons in Eng-

land) not only devised the concept of “marginal values”, but also ad-

opted a distorted version of Bentham’s “Utilitarian” philosophy.  

 
Footnote: The marginal value of a commodity to a consumer shopping at a 
given moment is the utility (i.e. “use value”) of the next little bit of it to him 
or her at that moment. If for instance you are very thirsty, a glass of water 
is worth a lot of money to you (provided you have the money and can’t get 
drinking-water without paying for it), but then the 2nd, 3rd, 4th… glasses are 
each of theoretically less and less marginal utility and so you would theoret-
ically be only willing to pay successively less for them at that moment. There 
has been a tendency in neoclassical economics to suppose that this premise 
explains everything that has to be known about the psychology of individual 
consumers. 



Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) had in his reasoning about ethics em-
phasized pleasure and pain. With regard to the micro-sociological 
level of interaction between individuals, he told an acolyte that “for 
every grain of enjoyment you sow in the bosom of another, you shall 
find a harvest in your own bosom; while every sorrow which you 
pluck out from the thoughts and feelings of a fellow creature shall 
be replaced by beautiful peace and joy in the sanctuary of your 
soul”. The neoclassical economists focused on prices and not on the 
soul as a sanctuary. Adam Smith had been Professor of Moral Philo-
sophy at the University of Glasgow, but the preëminent late-19th- 
and early-20th-century British economist, Alfred Marshall, although 
he cared personally about ethics, arranged in 1903 for the study of 
economics at Cambridge University to be divorced from study of the 
“historical and moral sciences”. 



With regard to the macro-sociological level of social systems, it is 

well known that Gandhi discerned, lurking in the famous Utilitarian 

precept of “the greatest good of the greatest number”, a hidden evil 

corollary of letting “the devil take the hindmost” (that is, letting the 

destitute and/or Untouchables and/or refugees wallow in their 

misery); Gandhi would replace that precept with his precept of “ser-

vice to all”. Less well known is the fact that Jeremy Bentham himself 

in his later years had critiqued on similar grounds (in a long-winded 

way) the precept of “greatest happiness of the greatest number”. 

Bentham said, “Some years have now elapsed since, upon a closer 

scrutiny, reason … was found for discarding this appendage [to Utilit-

arian philosophy].” But the neoclassical economists retained it as a 

major pillar of their would-be-science.  



 

 

In addition to neoclassical economic theory, some other cultural re-

sults, in the second half of the 19th century, of the growth of indus-

trial capitalism were Karl Marx’s Das Kapital (Part I, 1867) and the 

“social Darwinism” which Herbert Spencer developed from Charles 

Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859). And then there was also, in the 

last part of the century, the founding of academic psychology in 

Germany and the USA (in a moment I will say a little more about this) 

and of academic sociology (mainly by Tönnies and Max Weber in 

Germany and by Émile Durkheim in France).  

 



Long footnote: Some notable aspects meanwhile 

of musical culture were the development, in the 

1850s and ’60s, of the modern grand piano with 

its steel frame withstanding dozens of tonnes of 

pressure exerted by its stretched steel strings 

(made in those days of telegraph wire), and the set 

of operas, Der Ring des Nibelungen (in English we 

call it “The Ring”), the music for which Richard 

Wagner began composing in 1850; the first entire 

performance – four operas on four nights in a row 

– was in 1876 and was attended by a lot of the 

most eminent Germans. Wagner regarded himself 

as the “spiritual leader” of Germany and, as such, advised the political 

leader, Bismarck, to have Paris destroyed upon winning the Franco-Prus-

sian War of 1870. Bismark ignored him (and likewise the German air-force 

generals ignored Hitler’s order to destroy Paris in 1945.)   



Notable architecture included not only the Crystal Palace in London (built, 
of cast iron and plate glass, for the Great [industrial] Exhibition of 1851, 
and shown here in a photo from the 1920s),…  
 

 



 
 
but also the steel Eiffel Tower which was built 
for the Exposition Universelle in Paris. (Gandhi 
visited the Exposition in 1890 and became quite 
familiar with the Eiffel Tower. His account of 
how much it had charmed him at the time (he 
paid money, no less than three times, to go up 
in it in a lift; there is no good reason to do that 
more than once) and his contemptuous opinion 
of it in his later years are to be found in his auto-
biography in Part I, Chapter 22.) 



An interesting innovation in German health care was devised by Louis 
Kuhne in 1883 when he set up in Leipzig an urban clinic for hydrotherapy 
(hitherto done only in rural centres with natural water supply). Here you 
see the clinic as depicted 
in his book (a translation 
of which influenced Gan-
dhi’s health-care practi-
ces). Notice the salient in-
clusion, in the illustration, 
of a smoke-stack belching 
smoke and coal dust. Leip-
zig is cold in the winter; 
why not have a clinic earn 
just as much money in the 
winter as in the summer? 



 
 
 
 

And meanwhile, mass-produced pocket watches 
were invented in the late 1850s in Waltham, Massa-
chusetts – a development which made it feasible for 
trains going in opposite directions on the long trans-
continental railways in the USA to travel according 
to a schedule and arrive on time at the few stretches 
where there were two tracks so that one train could 
sit aside and the other one pass by. (Gandhi with his 
timepiece-guided punctuality was a modern person.)  



 
Some notable English poetry was written by the national “Poet Laureate”, 
Lord Tennyson (for example: “Theirs not to reason why, / Theirs but to do 
and die”; 1854, about a battle in an imperial war abroad, at that time the 
most horrendous since the Napoleonic Wars) and by Matthew Arnold in a 
famous poem entitled “Dover Beach” (1860s) which concludes as follows:  
 

  Ah, love, let us be true  
  To one another! for the world, which seems 
  To lie before us like a land of dreams, 
  So various, so beautiful, so new 
  [thanks to the first phase of industrial capitalism], 
  Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light, 
  Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain; 
  And we are here as on a darkling plain 
  Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight, 
  Where ignorant armies clash by night. 

 



Notable French poetry is in Charles Beaudelaire’s Les Fleurs de Mal (“The 
Flowers of Evil”, 1857; implicitly about life in Paris). The many innovative 
professional artists included not only the “Impressionists”, but also Paul 
Gauguin, whose culminating work (1897; painted in the French colony of 
Tahiti) is entitled D'où Venons Nous / Que Sommes Nous / Où Allons Nous 
(“Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going?”).   
 
 



Not every bit of modern Western culture of the latter half of the 19th cen-
tury can be properly regarded as having been somehow an expression of 
or reaction to various consequences of industrial capitalism. But if you’re 
on the lookout for such expressions and reactions, you can readily find a 
lot of them.  

 



 

     3: Tönnies and his brilliant idea  



 

Ferdinand Tönnies was the founding first president, in 1909, of the 

German Society for Sociology (Gesellschaft für Soziologie; the Nazis 

got him removed when they came to power in 1933). In his seminal 

book, Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft (1887 and several later editions; 

the title means “Community and Society”) he explored psychological 

differences between how people in (small) communities and in (large) 

societies cooperate with each other. He said that “human wills stand 

in diverse connections to one another” (19th-century German 

psychology tended to focus on will power); they can be either mutu-

ally antagonistic or else “positive”; in the latter case, there is a social 

“bond”;  and:  



         

 

                  “The relationship itself,       Das Verhältnis selber,  

                                   and therefore   und also  
                   the [resulting] bond, is   die Verbindung, wird  
                                     conceived of   entweder als  
                                             either as   realisches und organische Leben 
  [a] real and organic [form of] life      begriffen 
                [and] this [conception] is    – dies ist  
           the essence of  Community,   das Wesen der  Gemeinschaft,  
                                            or else as    oder als 
             [a] mental and mechanical      ideelle und mechanische 
                construction, [and] this is   Bildung – dies ist  
                   the concept of Society.”   der Begriff der  Gesellschaft.  



From this distinction he derived a lot of interesting statements about 

these two contrary or complementary ways of how we may tend 

automatically to think of and feel about our social bonds. He said 

that “Community” is not only more intimate than “Society”, but also 

more old-fashioned. Religion is more important in Community than 

in Society; Society has written laws, which Community doesn’t need 

because it has, instead, strong fellow-feeling and traditions; in a 

Community, you don’t have to make a conscious decision to co-

operate with the neighbours, you do it automatically; and so on.  

 
Literary footnote: The fact that the members of a society (in this sense of the 
word) mostly don’t know each other personally is brought out in the follow-
ing poem written by an expert English poet, W.H. Auden, soon after moving 
to the USA in 1939. It is entitled “The Unknown Citizen”:  
 
 



He was found by the Bureau of Statistics to be 

One against whom there was no official complaint, 

And all the reports on his conduct agree 

That, in the modern sense of an old-fashioned word, he was a saint, 

For in everything he did he served the Greater Community. 

Except for the War, till the day he retired 

He worked in a factory and never got fired, 

But satisfied his employers, Fudge Motors Inc.; 

Yet he wasn’t a scab or odd in his views, 

For his Union reports that he paid his dues, 

(Our report on his Union shows it was sound) 

And our Social Psychology workers found 

That he was popular with his mates and liked a drink. 

The press are convinced that he bought a paper every day 

And that his reactions to advertisements were normal in every way. 

Policies taken out in his name prove that he was fully insured, 

    And his Health-card shows he was once in hospital but left it cured. 



Both Producers’ Research and High-Grade Living declare 

He was fully sensible to the advantages of the Installment Plan 

And had everything necessary to the Modern Man, 

A gramophone, a radio, a car and a frigidaire. 

Our researchers into Public Opinion are content 

That he held the proper opinions for the time of year; 

When there was peace, he was for peace; when there was war, he went. 

He was married and added five children to the population, 
Which our Eugenist says was the right number for a parent of his generation, 

And our teachers report that he never interfered with their education. 
Was he free? Was he happy? The question is absurd: 

Had anything been wrong, we would certainly have heard. 
 

 

(Footnote: At www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpbK5pQqv6Q  you can hear Auden 

himself reciting the poem.) 
  



 

Max Weber and Émile Durkheim appreciated highly Tönnies’s work, 

and in 1901 in the USA a sociology professor, Edward Ross said, in 

the last chapter of his 475-page book, Social Control, that in a com-

munity, “the secret of order is not so much control as concord.... The 

lively sense of a common life enables mates, kinsfolk, neighbors, and 

comrades to love and understand one another, to yield to one an-

other, and to observe those forbearances and good offices that 

make associate life a success”, but that in modern societies, “Fre-

quent change of domicile hinders the growth of strong local feelings. 

The householder has become a tenant, the working-man a bird of 

passage. Loose touch-and-go acquaintanceships take the place of 

those close and lasting attachments which form between neighbors 

that have long loved, labored and pleasured together.”  



 
Footnote: Tönnies had made analogous observations ca.1880 in the rural 
part of Germany where he had been born and raised.  
 

According to Ross, money was causing the change. He said that “The 

power of money rends the community into classes incapable of 

keenly feeling with one another. Everywhere we see the local group 

– the parish, commune, neighborhood, or village – decaying, or else 

developing beyond the point of real community.”  
 

Traces of the “Community” vs “Society” dichotomy can readily be 

found in the writings not only of Gandhi but also of two economists, 

Friedrich von Hayek (d.1992) and Douglass North (d.2015), who 

were awarded, on different occasions, the Swedish National Bank’s 

annual “Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel”. 



Footnote: The prize is given that name so as to be regarded as a “Nobel Prize” 

for an alleged kind of science. But the genuine Nobel Prizes – the ones endowed 

by Alfred Nobel – are for achievements in physics, in chemistry, in physiology 

(the biological science of the functions of the various organs in the organism), 

in peace activism and in literature. 

      Von Hayek, a 1974 winner, would, he said, “confine the term ‘morality’ 
to those non-instinctive rules that enabled mankind to expand into an ex-
tended [socio-economic] order”.   

Douglass North, a 1993 winner, ignored the decline – which is now be-
ginning to become central to 21st-century economics – of the capacity of the 
Earthly environment to supply material goods and services to humankind at 
an adequate per-capita rate. He said that “The central issue of economic 
history and of economic development is to account for the evolution of 
political and economic institutions that create an economic environment 
that induces increasing productivity” [my italics], and so modern societies 
mainly need, economics-wise, “impersonal contract enforcement [again my 
italics], because personal ties [i.e. trusting one another],  voluntaristic con- 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

straints and ostracism are no longer effective as more complex and imper-
sonal forms of exchange emerge” – notwithstanding that such “personal 
… alternatives” to 100% impersonal economic relations are, he admitted, 
“still significant [to some extent] even in today’s interdependent world”.  



North fudged with remarks of this kind because he saw that a completely 
impersonal exchange can never take place between two people, but only 
between a person and a machine: In all face-to-face or genuine voice-to-
voice exchanges, there may lurk the hope of a trace of community feeling.  
 

The binary opposites of “100% Society” and “100% Community” are 

fictive extremes between which all real associations among people 

can be “placed” somewhere intermediate on a theoretical spectrum. 

Nearest to one end of the spectrum would be a tiny “community” 

consisting of a husband and wife utterly loyal to each other. Juris-

prudence recognizes this by excusing husbands and wives from the 

social duty of testifying against each other in criminal lawsuits. 

  
Footnote citing an unforgettably brilliant sentence by an author who influ-

enced Gandhi: I think that when Tolstoy mused, in the first sentence (pub-

lished initially in 1873) of his great novel, Anna Karenina, that “Happy fam-



ilies are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way” (Bсе счас-

тливые семьи похожи друг на друга, каждая несчастливая семья несчастлива 

посвоему), he probably meant that a happy family is one which functions 

very well as a community. (An American pragmatic philosopher, George San-

tayana, declared in 1905 that “The family is one of Nature’s masterpieces.” 

Would you suppose he was thinking mainly of unhappy human families?)  If, 

however, the essential features of family happiness are things like paying 

attention to each member and his or her feelings and allowing that each 

member, including small children, may have some “unique qualities” and 

separateness (lovingly and warmly permitting each to display some such 

qualities), and if the distribution of such qualities differs somewhat in vari-

ous happy families, then this latter fact would be a basis for saying that each 

happy differs somewhat from the other happy families. And one could, on 

the other hand, say that unhappy families have in common a relative lack of 

the underlying features characteristic of happy families and so are, in that 

one particular unfortunate way, all alike.)   

 



Tönnies had learned from a highly renowned German philosopher, 

Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), the general notion of theoretical binary 

opposites (such as, say, ‘superb happiness’ and ‘appalling unhappi-

ness’), with a spectrum of intermediate phenomena.  
 

It is worth mentioning here that whereas Nehru, in the course of a 

private exchange of views with Gandhi in 1945, said things like:  
 

“I do not understand why a village should necessarily embody Truth 

and Non-violence. A village, normally speaking, is backward intel-

lectually and culturally and no progress can be made from a backward 

environment.” 
 

– and: 
 

 

“Modern means of transport, as well as many other modern devel-

opments, must continue and be developed. If that be so, inevitably a 



measure of heavy industry exists. How far that will fit in with a purely 

village society? Personally, I hope that heavy or light industries should 

all be decentralized as far as possible.” 
 

 

 

– Gandhi’s remarks in response included not only the following: 

 

“If we are to make sure that one person does not ride on another’s 

back, the unit should be an ideal village or a social group which will 

be self-sufficient, but the members of which will be interdependent. 

This conception will bring about a change in human relationships all 

over the world.”  
 

– and: 
 

“Every individual should have equal right and opportunity.”  
 

– but also: 
 



“My ideal village still exists only in my imagination. In this village of 

my dreams the villager will not be dull…. He will not live like an animal 

in filth and darkness. Men and women will live in freedom, prepared 

to  face  the  whole  world….  Everyone  will  have  to  do  body  labour.  

Granting all this, I can still envisage a number of things that will have 

to be organized on a large scale. If I can make sure of the essential 

thing, other things will follow in due course.”  
 

 

It seems to me that although Gandhi saw that certain things in 

India might have to be “organized on a large scale”, his notion 

of social association within villages was like that of pure “Com-

munity” as conceived by Tönnies. The last part of this essay will 

describe what the best economics professor now at Harvard,  



Stephen Marglin, says about (a) “associations” as entities on a  

spectrum between theoretical pure “Community” and pure 

“Society”, and about (b) certain distinctive characteristics of 

different kinds of community.



4: Le Bon and his brilliant idea 
 

Gustav Le Bon was a flamboyant and 

rather less careful thinker than Tön-

nies, but in his own way just as sem-

inal as Tönnies had been. The first 

edition of his La Psychologie des 

Foules (“The Psychology of Crowds”) 

was published in 1895. It was a path-

breaking work and stirred up a great 

deal of interest in the topic. 



Bibliographical footnote: Some notable examples of other academics who 
published books or long articles on this topic were Ludwig Sighele (in Paris 
already in the 1890s with several books, mainly about criminals and religious 
sects; a claim has been made that some of what Le Bon said was lifted from 
an earlier essay by Sighele; but even if that may be true, it was Le Bon who 
made the idea of crowd-psychology famous), Ludwig Kraškovič (1913 in 
Zagreb, with a brilliant lecture), Walter Moede (1915 in Leipzig, with a review 
article with also some particular research focus on school-children; this was 
a Ph.D. thesis guided by Prof. Wilhelm Wundt, whom I will describe, very 
briefly, on the next page), William McDougall (1920 in Oxford and Cam-
bridge, with a book focusing on “the interpretation of national life and 
[alleged national] character”), and, to some extent, Sigmund Freud (1922 in 
Vienna, with a characteristic (for him) focus on “ego-analysis” and the un-
conscious; Freud said that Le Bon’s Psychologie des Foules was a “mit Recht 
beruhmt gewordenen Buch”, i.e. deservedly famous).  



In micro-economic theory before Keynes, and in the 

work of Wilhelm Wundt, who founded the academic 

field of experimental psychology in Germany in the 

1860s and ’70s, and then in the “pragmatism” of Wil-

liam James, who in effect founded Harvard University’s 

Faculty of Psychology, and then again in Freudian 

psychoanalysis – in all those kinds of psychology, 

the emphasis was on individuals, not masses. 
 

 

Footnote: James declared (on page 335 of his 1892 textbook, Psychology: 
Briefer Course), “This is no science; it is only the hope of a science”. Wundt 
agreed that James’s psychology wasn’t scientific. Karl Popper showed, some 
years later in Vienna, that Freud’s psychology wasn’t scientific inasmuch as 
it could never be disproved by objective evidence the way Einstein’s theory 
of relativity could be disproved if it weren’t valid.  



However, any psychological focus merely individuals cannot, IMHO, 

explain such important modern social and economic phenomena as 

stock-market panics, Keynes’s optimistic “animal spirits” (including 

Alan Greenspan’s “irrational exuberance”), the various kinds of fas-

cism, and the politically important aspects of satyagraha. To under-

stand any of these notable modern phenomena calls for a grasp of 

crowd psychology and not just of individual psychology.  
 

Is it disconcerting to hear political satyagraha evoked in the same 

breath as fascism? There is, of course, a big difference between 

them: with regard to violence. To pinpoint it further, and to show 

that Gandhi’s grasp of crowd psychology was deeper and broader 

than that of Le Bon, let us draw upon the concept of “imagined com-



munities” which was introduced into 

sociology and political science by Bene-

dict Anderson in his book, Reflections on 

the Origin and Spread of Nationalism 

(1983). (And thus we will now be jug-

gling a bit with the ideas of all three of 

the modern psychologists with whom this essay is mainly concerned: 

Tönnies and Le Bon and Gandhi.)  
 

“Imagined communities” are too big to be near the “Community” 

end of Tönnies’s theoretical spectrum. You cannot possibly know 

everyone else in this or that merely “imagined” community that you 

feel you belong to: your nation, your ethnic group, your more or less  



grand religion, your economic class, your fellow members of a gen-

der, or of a set of people with a certain kind of sexual orientation…. 

A small local club may become to some extent a voluntary commun-

ity; a nationwide club with tens of thousands of members remains 

an imagined community.  
 

In journalistic writing and in everyday talk, however, the words 

“community” and “family” are often used to refer to imagined com-

munities. Let me describe three illustrative and perhaps amusing 

examples. Once you see the kinds of things that I mean, you will un-

doubtedly think of examples from your own experience.  

 



(1) About forty years ago, I had for about a year a job in London (help-

ing to edit an encyclopaedia) and shared a big apartment with a half-

dozen young British fellow adults, university graduates with various 

jobs. The apartment-sharing was economically motivated. We never 

called ourselves a family even though we all knew each other and 

were all residing there. We cooked separately, each of used a distinct 

part of the fridge, and so on. Every so often we would sit down to-

gether and discuss decisions to be taken in common, like whether to 

adopt some new rule for everyone to follow, or whether to invest to-

gether in a hot-water boiler. When one of us – a White English girl – 

married a Black chap whom she had met on vacation in Africa, some 

of us went with them to the local town hall to attend the ceremony, 

but a young couple of Indian birth did not come along; the wife said,  



“We have nothing in common with her.” When that couple started up 

an Indian restaurant, some but not all of us went to the opening.  

Now one of us was a lady with a new job helping the British whisky 

industry devise its advertisements and public-relations campaigns. 

Her company manager told her enthusiastically that that team of em-

ployees working on getting Brits to drink more and more whisky were 

a “family” of friends who not only would “work hard” together but 

also would “play hard” together in parties. Obviously, one purpose of 

this tactic by the company was to get the employees to form with 

each other some warmly gratifying personal relations which would 

distract them from feeling pangs of conscience about the fact that 

they were each devoting eight hours of every weekday to converting 

sober Brits into alcoholics.  



(2) When President Trump nomin-

ated in 2018 a jurisprudentially 

adroit moral dinosaur, Mr. Brett 

Kavanaugh, to fill a vacancy on the 

US Supreme Court, The New York 

Times’s most erudite “conserva-

tive” pundit, David Brooks, celeb-

rated by publishing (on July 8th) an 

op-ed entitled “It Took a Village to 

Raise Kavanaugh” and concluding 

that “…if you build a cohesive band 

of brothers and sisters [my italics: it is an implicit reference to a quasi-

family], you can transform the landscape of your field”. Brooks ex-

plained:  



 

 

“Kavanaugh is the product of a community  ...  a conservative legal 

infrastructure that develops ideas, recruits talent, links rising stars, 

nurtures genius, moulds and launches judicial nominees. It almost 

doesn’t matter which Republican is president. The conservative legal 

infrastructure is the entity driving the whole project…. This commun-

ity didn’t just happen; it was self-consciously built. If you want to 

understand how to permanently change the political landscape, 

it’s a good idea to study and be inspired [by] how it was done….” 



(3)  Political life in Bavaria (the southernmost part of Germany) since 

World War II has been affected by the fact that ca.95% of the people 

were Roman Catholic at the end of the war, but now only ca.60%. 

A political party dominated by that great Christian organization still 

manages to win state-wide Bavarian elections, but not municipal elec-

tions in Munich (the capital of Bavaria); the top court in Bavaria has 

ruled – contrary to a ruling of the national supreme court – that every 

schoolroom must feature a crucifix on the wall; and so on; the Church 

is “hanging on” to its political power in Bavaria. (From nowhere else 

does money flow to the Vatican at such a high per-capita rate as from 

there. The pope who resigned in 2013 was Bavarian.)  

     When a certain German atheist lady employed as a civil servant in 

North Germany married, a few years ago, a friend of mine who then  



became a professor in Munich, she was assigned by the government 

to do the same kind of bureaucratic work she had previously done in 

north Germany: inspecting medical records to identify doctors cheat-

ing the government by charging fees for services not really rendered. 

One day she telephoned another bureaucratic office in Bavaria in 

order to obtain some fact which she needed to know. She speaks with 

a north-German accent. The Bavarian bureaucrat on the telephone 

asked her (in German, of course) “Are you [a member] of ‘the fam-

ily’”? When the lady replied, “‘The family’? – What’s that?”, the line 

went dead. The phrase ‘the family’ had referred, in this particular con-

text, to a political party hanging on to power. (A cheating doctor 

wouldn’t be punished if he too were a member of ‘the family’.)   



The strength of your sense of identity with this and that imagined 

community that you feel you belong to will depend often, IMHO, on 

whether it is somehow under attack or seems to you likely to be at-

tacked. If so, you rally to its defence against the “enemy in common” 

which you and your fellow members of the imagined community are 

facing together.  

According to the Biblical religions, humans have eternal souls but 

no other kind of animal does. This feature of Western culture (I am 

here drawing upon the fact that Gandhi’s mentor G.K. Gokhale re-

garded all the Biblical religions, including Islam, as “Western” from 

an Indian point of view) can be regarded as expressing a notion of 

humankind as the largest possible imagined community on Earth 

(although Western “Deep Ecology” embraces, like Hinduism, a sense  



of people belonging to an even larger imagined community than 

that of humankind). It seems to me that as humankind is beginning 

nowadays to appear to be threatened with extinction due to dire 

conditions of the natural environment, that threat is strengthening 

some people’s sense of identity with humankind as an imagined 

community.  

Yet there is the paradoxical fact that people do sometimes, in de-

fence of their communities, kill or harm people from other commun-

ities; and it is a sad but indisputable historical fact that this is true 

also with regard to imagined communities even though there is, 

for many individual soldiers, a psychological barrier against killing 

for the first time at war. (This latter fact underlies pacifism and the 

legal concept, in some Western societies, of conscientious objection  



to military service. Military training in the USA and the UK pays due 

attention to teaching young soldiers to overcome that kind of psy-

chological barrier. You can access a good BBC report about this by 

googling “11 June 2011 BBC soldiers killing” or the like.)  
 

Every kind of fascism is based on a notion of a certain imagined com-

munity privileged violently by means of lies – if the hostile allega-

tions aren’t lies, then it’s not fascism, it’s just antagonism – against 

one or more other imagined communities within the overarching 

one of Humankind. But Gandhi’s political ethic relies on the human 

instinct not to harm or kill other humans, and rejects categorically 

the impulse to defend by means of violence (if need be, or if that is 

how it seems) oneself, one’s immediate family, one’s community, or 

one’s imaginary community, against attacks.  



 

Footnote: If your imagined community is really under attack from some 
other imagined community, and is for that real reason fighting violently 
against it, then your opposition to the attack is not a fruit of fascism 
even if you are being fed some lies about the enemy.  

There is a useful German word for an inaccurately denigrating image 
of a genuinely antagonistic community or imagined community. The word 
is “Feindbild”. (“Feind”, the German word for enemy, is related to the 
English word “fiend”, but rhymes with the English word “dined”.)   

Fascist lies cause a gratuitous antagonism, whereas a Feindbild merely 
increases the intensity of your opposition to a genuine enemy.  

Tacticians who believe in the Feindbild are less well informed than tacti-
cians who understand what the enemy is really like. 



 

 

The two instincts are, I think, both naturally there:  
 

“Instinct 1” – not to kill (or even harm) a person (and there is of 

course also an instinct not to kill animals, but that instinct is, I think, 

less strong),  
 

and yet also 
 

“Instinct 2” – to kill (or harm) anything or even anyone that attacks 

your child, your family, your village, etc.  



 

Illustrative footnote: An 80-year-old German friend of mine told me, in 

2018 as we were taking tea within sight of a certain famous bridge in Berlin 

called “Weidendamm Bridge”, that Russian soldiers had killed many dozens 

of 16 -to -18-year- old Germans in a decisive battle there in 1945 (i.e. toward 

the end of World War II). The corpses of the youngsters, piled on top of one 

another, made a growing heap on the bridge. Behind the youngsters were 

ruthless German professional soldiers shooting in the back any youngsters 

who hesitated to climb up to the top of the heap of corpses and shoot at 

the Russians, who were, however, outgunning them…. But then just a few 

days later the Russian soldiers were acting like nice older brothers and 

uncles to the local German children. Some of the Russians would, for in-

stance, set aside their guns and get down on all fours and offer the children 

rides like on a pony.  



Thus, soon after the Russians had dutifully 

killed the armed German teenagers resisting 

their conquest of Berlin (the picture shows an 

East-German postage stamp celebrating the 

bridge), those same Russian soldiers spon-

taneously acted in a loving way toward the 

local German children. My friend had heard about this from two eye-wit-

nesses who were friends of his in Berlin. And he himself had, at about the 

same time in 1945, personally observed American soldiers behaving in the 

same kind of way in Leipzig, giving the children candy and so on. 

 

Historical footnote: Russia’s invasion of Germany was for the purpose of roll-

ing back irrevocably Nazi Germany’s attempted conquest of Russia.  



A distinctive aspect of Gandhi’s politically astonishing mastery of 

crowd psychology – astonishing inasmuch as satyagraha was some-

times far more successful politically than a lot of people believed it 

could possibly be – was that he did rely upon “Instinct 1” to the ex-

clusion of “Instinct 2”.  

A footnote about Gandhi: Since this is an essay about psychologists and since 
psychology is predominantly taken to be an aspect of the study of humans, I 
won’t deal at length with the likelihood that Gandhian psychology infers an 
even wider imagined community than that of humankind. Gandhi felt, as you 
surely know, that “The cow is merely a type for all that lives. Cow-protection 
means protection of the weak, the helpless.... Man becomes then not the 
lord and master of all creation but he is its servant.” Diligent Gandhi scholars 
know also that during his last years he would often cite the first mantra of 
the Ishopanishad: …). In 1937 he de-  



clared that “The golden key for the solution of all the difficulties that may 
linger in your hearts ... is to remember the first verse of the Ishopanishad 
and forget all about other scriptures.” And in 1946 he said, in Harijan, that 
“the first mantra of Ishopanishad is all that undiluted Hinduism – in other 
words, for me, religion – can have to give. The Gita is a commentary on the 
first verse of the Ishopanishad.” Let us, however, note that he did not claim 
to be a master of animal psychology. He told Mirabehn, during their intern-
ment at the Aga Khan Palace: “If I had the fearless power to tame [dangerous 
stray animals] by the force of my love and my will, and could show others 
how to do likewise, then I should have the right to advise other people to 
follow my example. But I have not that power. I must, therefore, advise 
others to kill all creatures dangerous to human life, such as tigers, bears etc., 
snakes, scorpions etc., as well as rats and other crop-destroying vermin. It 
should be done in the most humane way possible....”  He was thus a human-
ist, i.e. privileging the human imagined community above the wider one.  
 

 



 
Another footnote: It may be appropriate 
to describe here, though briefly, a famous 
13th-century Christian, St Francis of Assisi, 
whose personality seems to me interesting 
in relation to that of the Mahatma. Francis 
is noted for his gentleness, his voluntary 
poverty, his embracing of and caring for 
lepers, etc.  The following excerpts from his 
“Cantico di Frate Sole” ("Song of Brother 
Sun", an early example of literature in Ital-
ian rather than in Latin) remind me, in their 
own way, of that pantheistic mantra of the 
Ishopanishad:  

 



         

        Highest omnipotent good Lord, Altissimu, onnipotente, bon signore, 
           yours are the praises, the glory tue so’ le laude la gloria et 
and the honour and every blessing.... et l’honore et onne benedictione....  
                              Be praised, my Lord, Laudato sie mi’ signore 
                         with all your creatures, cum tucte le tue creature 
               especially Mr. brother sun.... spetialmente messor lo frate sole....  
                              Be praised, my Lord, Laudato si’ mi’ signore  
           for sister moon and the stars…; per sora luna e le stele... 
                                  …for brother wind …per frate vento 
                          and for air and cloud(s) et per aere et nubilo     
            and clear (air), and all weather, et sereno et onne tempo 
                                         through which per lo quale  
                               you give sustenance a le tue creature  
                                to your creatures…; dài sustentamento…  
                                 …for sister water…; …per sor’aqua… 
                                 …for brother fire…; …per frate focu… 
          …for our sister mother earth…… …per sora nostra matre terra……   
 



 

St Francis visited Egypt in 1219 and 
preached to Sultan Malik al Kamil in 
the hope of converting the Muslims 
to Christiantiy and therby ending the 
crusades. (That is not how Gandhi 
sought to make peace between reli-
gious communities, but it was none-
theless a peaceable effort.) And, 
there is a well documented tale of 
Francis gently but firmly converting 
a murderous presumed wolf into a 
tame dog – a psychological achieve-
ment worthy, IMHO, of the Mahat-
ma’s own admiration. (Part of a 
15th-century depiction of the incid-
ent is shown here.)  



(St Francis was very different from, say, St Bernard of Clairvaux, who in ad-
vocating the Second Crusade (1147-49) had said things like: “Cursed be he 
who does not stain his sword with blood!” and “...the enemies of [the] Cross 
have raised blaspheming heads.... What are you going to do then, ... O ser-
vants of the Cross? ...Gird up your loins manfully, and take up arms in zeal 
for the Christian name!”  Every major religion harbours monstrous advocates 
of killing as well as proponents of peace.)  
 
 

An equally notable feature of the satyagraha ethic is that Gandhi 

showed that it was applicable not only to micro-social relations, 

that is, among individuals, but also to macro-social relations among 

imagined communities such as nations, religions, races and castes. 

Martin Luther King said that traditional religion had often taught the 

“micro” principle, but not the “macro” one as Gandhi did. 



 

A nice example of Gandhi thinking along such lines (even though he 

never encountered the term “imagined community”), and of his 

awareness that such thoughts could readily be based on an under-

lying precept of rating the interests of humankind as more important 

than those of any one part of it, is in a prediction that he made in 

1929 when he said that if satyagraha would enable India to gain, one 

day, political independence “through a gentlemanly understanding 

with Great Britain”, this would be due, not to “an imperialistic Britain 

manoeuvring for world supremacy, but to a Britain humbly trying to 

serve the common end of humanity”.    



A Hindu might well point out that Gandhi’s sense of self-fulfilment 

was based on an alertness to the relationship between the atman of 

the individual biological organism and the paramatman of the whole 

community of souls; Gandhi would say things like:  
 

“As [water] drops add up to make the ocean, we can be friendly and 

become an ocean of friendliness. The world would be transformed 

if everyone in the world lived in a spirit of mutual amity.” 
  

 – and:  

“When the isolated drops melt, they share the majesty of the ocean 

to which they belong. In isolation they die but to meet the ocean 

again.”  
 



A Westerner assessing Gandhi as a psychologist might say that there 

was, first of all, his awareness of his own indomitable will power. 

He would say things like: “No power on earth can make a person do 

a thing against his will. Satyagraha is a direct result of the recognition 

of this great Law and is independent of numbers participating in it.”  

He would urge upon all his would-be followers – not just his cadre of 

highly trained satyagrahis – a constant application of will power 

so as to “Be [in their thoughts as well as in their behaviour!] the 

change you want to see in the world.” And he even advocated risking 

willfully your death and that of your family if it might serve, post-

humously to arouse love of humankind in the antagonist. In a forum 

in Switzerland in 1931, when someone argued that the nation would 

have been ruined in World War I if the Swiss army had not defended 

its eastern frontier, Gandhi replied: 



"If I had been ... president of the [Swiss] federal state, what I would 

have done would be to refuse passage to the [German] army by 

refusing all supplies.... Re-enacting a Thermopylae in Switzerland, 

you would have presented a living wall of men, women and children 

and invited them [the German soldiers] to walk over your corpses. 

You may say that such a thing is beyond human experience and en-

durance. Then I can tell you that it was not beyond human experi-

ence last year. Women [with]stood lathi charges without showing 

the slightest cowardice. In Peshawar thousands stood a hail of bul-

lets without resorting to any violence whatsoever. Imagine such 

men and women standing in front of an army wanting safe passage. 

...An army that dares to pass over [their] corpses would not be able 

to repeat that experiment." 



It is the demand of a radical social reformer such as would dare urge 

Hindus and Muslims in strife-torn Noakali to love one another.  
 

(An illustration of Nehru’s less radical approach to dealing with hot 

communal strife is the advice he gave to some young Hindu men 

whom he met in Noakali and who were eager to kill Muslims forth-

with. Nehru told them not to turn vigilante and thereby kill some 

Muslim individuals who might well be innocent of anti-Hindu activi-

ties or even thoughts, but instead to join the army, become trained 

in how to kill dangerously armed and genuinely hostile Muslims, and 

help defend India if Pakistan were to invade.)  
 

I should mention that even though Gandhi thus advocated extreme 

non-military fearlessness when facing military aggression, he would 



regard fear of danger to humankind as a perfectly good motivation 

for deciding what to do or not do. He said, in 1928: 
 

“God forbid that India should ever take to industrialism after the 

manner of the West. The economic imperialism of a single tiny island 

kingdom is today keeping the world in chains. If an entire nation of 

300 millions [the population of India back then] took to similar eco-

nomic exploitation, it would strip the world bare like locusts.”  
 

Such fear is analogous to that of a mother telling her children not to 

take candy from strangers (i.e. in society) and not to run out on a 

street teeming with motorized traffic. In certain urban situations we 

hold our little children’s hands not just for companionship but also 

because we care about them and have wise fears for their safety. 



J. C. Kumarappa, an ecological (as well as political) economist who 

worked closely with Gandhi on several projects, had a theory of a 

ladder of five moral levels of economic activity, as follows:   

• Predatory (e.g. carnivores, cannibals, imperialists).  

• Parasitic (e.g. leeches, money-lenders, lazy or corrupt bureaucrats).  

• Enterprising (e.g. beavers, good businessmen). 

• Community-oriented (e.g. good villagers; socialists). 

• Purely service-oriented (e.g. nursing mothers and true Gandhians).  
 

According to Kumarappa, there was a tendency, by and large, to 

move up the ladder. (He didn’t, however, use that theoretical specu-

lation as an excuse for complacency. He was a vigorous nonviolent 

activist.)    



In regard to politics since the assassination in 1968 of Martin Luther 

King, the following thought-provoking historical observation pub-

lished in 2015 by Peter Timmerman, a professor at York University 

(in Ontario) of business and environment, is worth pondering: 
 

“Gandhian principles of self-realization through nonviolence have 

arguably been the most powerful political force for good in the last 

fifty years (witness the fall of the Soviet Union, the democratization 

of the Philippines, the Iranian struggle, etc.).”  
 

It seems clear to me that self-realisation through the use of non-

violence as a powerful political force is bound to entail an infusion, 

into the given society, of a strong sense of community values, and 

is bound also to entail a use of crowd psychology. 



We all know, however, that Gandhi in his pioneering of massive 

political satyagraha made some Himalayan mistakes. Jinnah warned 

him in 1920, at the time of the Khilafat Movement, that political use 

of crowd psychology on such a large scale would entail a risk of mob 

violence. (A self-inflicted tragedy of Jinnah’s life is that by his “Direct 

Action Day” in 1946 he himself caused a far broader outbreak of mob 

violence than had, for instance, happened at Chauri Chaura in 1922.)  
 

Le Bon in the 1870s and thereafter had the same kind of very fearful 

opinion of politically active crowds in the street as Jinnah was to 

have in 1920. Le Bon at the age of 30 had been an eye witness of 

would-be-revolutionary mobs, during the 1871-72 Paris Commune, 

burning down priceless cultural treasures including the city hall and 



the library at the Louvre as well as the royal palace (depicted here). 

He was horrified. 



I think that notwithstanding the depth of psychological preparation 

to which Gandhi subjected his elite cadres of satyagrahis, there was 

– and there remains today – a risk of violence in every mass-satya-

graha protest. Planned operations seldom work out entirely as 

planned. Gandhi emphasized love of fellow humans as a motivating 

force in satyagraha, but there is always, I think, also a component of 

moral indignation (entirely justified indignation or else, if the satya-

graha is manipulatively or unwisely undertaken, more-or-less mis-

taken indignation – I needn’t describe examples; you can think of 

them yourself); and where thousands of people are morally indig-

nant, there is a risk of some of them becoming violent. And nowa-

days the risk is heightened when defenders of the status quo use 

agents provocateurs to stir up violence among the protestors in 

order to discredit the satyagraha. 



Here is the text of some of the main points in Le Bon’s abstract of 

the introduction to his book. The introduction is entitled L’Ère des 

Foules (meaning “The [modern political] Era of Crowds”). I will put in 

bold-face font a sentence which brings out a key difference between 

Le Bon’s psychological take on crowds and Gandhi’s view that a 

crowd could, by exercising self-discipline (swaraj), generate good 

karma and thereby peaceably usher in positive political, social and 

even economic changes.    
 

 

        Modern belief in the power 

         of crowds. – It transforms the      

traditional politics of states. – 

                                                 How 

        the rise of the lower classes  

                                    is produced, 

La croyance moderne à la puissance 

des foules. – Elle transforme la  

politique traditionnelle des États. – 

Comment se produit 

l’avènement des classes populaires  



 
  and how their power is exercised.   
          – Inevitable consequences of    

                         the power of crowds.  
                                  – They can play 
             a destructive role only. – It 

is  through them that is achieved 
the dissolution of civilizations 

[which have] become too old. – 
General ignorance of the 
psychology of crowds. –  

Importance of the study of crowds 
for legislators and  

statesmen. 

 
et comment s’exerce leur puissance. 
 – Conséquences nécessaires de   
 la  puissance des foules.  
 – Elles ne peuvent exercer  
 qu’un rôle destructeur. –  
  C’est par elles que s’achève  
  la dissolution des civilisations  
  devenues trop vieilles. –  
  Ignorance générale de la  
  psychologie des foules. –  
  Importance de l’étude des foules 
  pour les législateurs et  
  les hommes d’État. 
 



The politicians in Germany who studied Le Bon’s book included Adolf 

Hitler and other top members of the Nazi Party.  
 

Footnote about Nazi Germany: From 1934 until 1945, German civil servants 

and military personnel were required to swear an oath of unconditional 

(personal) loyalty (unbedingten Gehorsam) to Hitler. Loving fellow members 

of a nuclear family often show such loyalty to 

each other, but in Nazi German society the re-

lationship between Hitler and everyone else 

was not reciprocal: they were to be loyal to him 

as Der Führer (“The Leader”), whereas he could 

do as he liked. (He was theatrical, but bravery 

was never discernible as one of his personal characteristics: see for instance 

www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/booknews/8006264/Adolf-Hitler-was-

a-cowardly-pig-according-to-fellow-First-World-War-soldiers.html.) 



Footnote about a brave Indian: Here is a psychologically interesting photo-
graph of Subhash Chandra Bose as Congress President in 1939. (It was, how-

ever, later, in Germany, that he took the title  नेताजी.) 



Footnote about a brilliant Bulgarian writer: Elias Canetti was 
a German-language Jewish writer born in Bulgaria in 1905 
(the name was originally spelt Елиас Канети; the surname 
is derived from that of a Spanish village from which his 
ancestors had migrated, fleeing from Spanish religious per-
secution, to a part of Turkey near Bulgaria). He was living in 
Vienna in 1938 when the Nazis took power there; he mi-
grated to England – and published in 1960 (in a north Ger-
man city, Hamburg, with traditionally strong economic and cultural ties to 
England) a book entitled Masse und Macht (translated in 1962 as Crowds 
and Power), full of poetic insights and sociological quasi-facts: every crowd 
“loves density”, “needs a direction”, is “rhythmic” or “stagnating”, etc.; 
there are “baiting” crowds, “flight” crowds, “prohibition” crowds, “invisible” 
crowds, etc.; tribal cultures have “packs”; and so on. He was awarded in 
1981 the Nobel Prize in Literature, on account of his writings – mainly novels 
– “marked by a broad outlook, a wealth of ideas and artistic power”.  



The Nazis were modern in notoriously hateful ways as well as in in-

venting the Volkswagen (the German counterpart to the mass-pro-

duced Ford), inventing the 20th-century-type automobile highway, 

etc. I consider Gandhi and his genuine followers to have been even 

more modern in their political use of psychology. It is, however, 

more difficult to study Gandhian crowd psychology scientifically with 

reproducible experiments yielding data than to study individual psy-

chology in such a way. And yet the subtitle of Gandhi’s autobio-

graphy, સત્યના પ્રયોગો અથવા આત્મકથા  (“My Experiments with Truth”), 

and some of his discussions of ahimsa, reveal a scientific as well as 

spiritual intention in his work. His scientific endeavours have been 

carried on by others since his death, and still need further refine-

ment and adaptation today.  



 

A notable addition to Gandhian techniques of benign and construc-

tive crowd psychology has been devised by Kranti Shah, a social work-

er who won the Maharashtra Government's Shiva Chhatrapati Yuva 

Award in 1982, an Indira Gandhi National Integration Award in 1993, 

the Government of India’s National Youth Award in 1993 and the 

Padma Shri Award in 2010. Kranti Shah arranges “Ek Sur Ek Taal” pro-

grammes in which hundreds or even thousands of youngsters come 

together to sing songs with texts, by great Indian writers, imparting 

value-education and social awareness. The songs come from various 

different parts of India. The texts are all translated into Hindi and dis-

tributed in advance to the youngsters – who while singing are guided, 

by a leader on stage in front of them, to make joyous arm- and 

hand-gestures (derived from various traditions of Indian classical and  



folk dance), so that it’s as if a 

vast chorus of dancers were 

performing, but in fact it’s 

only some of the upper parts 

of the youngsters’ bodies 

that are swinging this way 

and that together. The ges-

tures are nicely integrated 

with the texts and are wittier 

and more fun to do than can 

be shown in photos. (I would 

have to show videos.) The 

youths thus enjoy a lively and 

morally radiant mood for a 



couple of hours with hardly any conscious application of self-discip-

line. seated or standing in place.) The joy is, it seems to me, due in 

part to the distinctively Indian style of the gestures. (Western ballet 

choreography tends to focus exclusively on ‘steps’.)  I have seen, in 

Spain and in videos of Cuba, that joyful dancing in the street can have 

a morally positive effect of fostering mutual regard in crowds of 

citizens. Kranti Shah’s Ek Sur Ek Taal programmes have a similar 

effect. The gestures are very unlike Nazi (“Heil Hitler!”) and RSS 

straight-arm gestures, and yet also unlike the gestures of courtship 

dancing; everyone is implicitly appreciating their own and everyone 

else’s lively bodies (as well as souls) without veering into a nightclub 

mood. I think Gandhi would approve. 



 
 

 



5: What now? 
 

This entire last part of the essay will not be about admiring the 

Mahatma but about how to make do without him. And, I will attach 

a narrower meaning now to the word “modern” than I did before: 

I will use it now to refer implicitly to the 21st-century challenge of 

coping with a severely declining capacity of the Earthly environment 

to supply material goods and services to humankind at an adequate 

per-capita rate. This challenge calls for a better kind of crowd psy-

chology than can be provided by any kind of fascism.   
 

Last long footnote: To help set the context for this part of the essay, here is 

a succinct outline of nine ways in which humankind has recently been 

causing a precipitously destructive degradation of its natural environment: 
 

 



 
(1) Depleting Earth’s “nonrenewable” (in effect) stock of fossil fuels at a rate 
bound to cause them all to be exhausted in a matter of decades from now. 
(The Earth will make more coal and oil and natural gas, but that will take 
many millions of years.) 
 
 
 

(2) Depleting the stock of ores and thus dispersing the Earth’s economically 
valuable mineral resources (other than the fossil fuels) at such a rate that the 
cost, in terms of consumable energy, of re-concentrating and re-purifying 
them for repeated industrial use may well become prohibitive in a matter of 
decades.  In the set of graphs shown on the next page, the bottom-left part 
of each curve (off the chart for coal, because the graph starts at 1890) shows 
when humankind began to extract from the Earth large amounts of the stuff 
in question: 



 
 

The top of each curve indicates what is likely to have been the year of the 
highest rate of production if the rate winds down symmetrically to how it 
went up. (All these estimated dates of “peak production” are in this century.) 
The bottom-right point indicates when, a few decades from now, the bucket  



is likely in that case to be empty. (If its size – represented by the area under 
the curve – is really twice as big as estimated currently by geologists, then 
the estimated year of peak production would be shifted 35 years further into 
the future – and would thus still be placed, in most of these cases, in the 21st 
century. However that may be, there is a serious risk, during the downward 
slopes, of wars for what’s left in the bottom of the buckets. We have had 
already, for instance, a war for control of the oil wells in Iraq. 
 

 
 

(3) Environmentally damaging displacements of (a) H2O from glaciers to 
the ocean (Good-bye, Bangladesh!), and displacements of (b) sand from 
beneath the topsoil in river valleys to our pavements and walls. A valley 
blessed with a river is naturally green because some of the water flowing in 
the river down to the ocean is diffused sideways through sand that’s there 
beneath the soil along the river banks. (Walk on a moist beach and you’ll see 
how much water the sand takes and holds.) The more sand is removed from 
beneath the soil, the less water will go to the fields in the valley.  



(4) Using up the renewable natural resources faster than Earth renews them. 
Some examples are the wood and greenery in many forests, the biotic micro-
nutrient components of agricultural soils, rivers no longer flowing as far as 
the sea, and water-tables sinking deeper underground. See www.overshoot-
day.org. 
 
 
 

(5) Climate changes that are beginning to play havoc with agriculture and to 
bring us more and more destructive storms. This will get worse. How much 
worse will depend on what is done soon to mitigate the amounts of “green-
house gasses” in the air. 
 
(6) Polluting our soil, water and air: stocking them with excessive amounts 
of chemicals that are poisonous to eat, drink or breathe. (From time immem-
orial there has been some mercury in the sea; it was only when the amount 
became so much that the fish became poisonous for us eat that we began to 



say the sea was “polluted with mercury”. From time immemorial there has 
been some soot in the air….  And so on.) 
 
(7) Causing extinctions of biological species at a rate which could conceivably 
risk the survival of Homo sapiens within a couple of centuries. According to 
a qualified ecologist, Peter Sale, by the end of this century, “Most larger spe-
cies (coyote size and up), other than those directly cultivated by humans, are 
likely to be extinct or to exist only as threatened populations. ... Environmen-
tal goods and services [to humankind] will be much reduced simply because 
of the loss of diversity of organisms. With the increased homogeneity, there 
will be a much greater risk of pandemics that severely impact particular 
species and create massive change in ecosystem composition as a result. The 
risk of a species-extinction that has major ramifications through the ecosys-
tem will become ever greater as diversity falls, and our own population will 
be precariously dependent on just a few species to sustain its vast size.” 



(8) Yet also the creation, by careless medical activities, of super-bacteria and 
increasingly virulent viruses. With bad luck we could see the end of the age 
(initiated 150 years ago) of effective anti-bacterial medicines. Already in 
2015 there were, just in the EU and European Economic Area (for which reli-
able statistics can be more readily compiled than for some other parts of the 
world), some 33,000 cases of fatal infection by antibiotic-resistant bacteria.  
 

And: 
 

(9) Geologists tell us that some of the recent earthquakes have been due to 
human agency. Nothing like this ever happened before.  
 

No one can predict the conditions forthcoming in the 21st century 
that will have been due to the combined and various interacting 
effects of these various kinds of current environmental degradation. 
But any sensible person can tell that the challenge of coping with 
them will be daunting.  



It seems to me, as an ecological economist, that instinct to feel love 

for humankind as an imagined community cannot, just by itself, in-

duce enough people to exercise the economic self-discipline which 

will be needed during the next several decades in order to cope with 

the combined effect of the dangers to humankind described in the 

long footnote. It seems clear to me that a rational fear of “Angry 

Mother Nature”, together with whatever love of Nature we may 

also feel, must provide us with complementary inducement to do 

the needful environment-wise. The precept of worldwide human 

brotherhood, as expressed for instance in the glorious final part of 

Beethoven’s last symphony (1825) where a chorus sings triumph-

antly “Alle Menschen werden Brüder  ” – meaning “All humans [will] 

 

 
 



 

become brothers!” (and so 

Roman Rolland told Gandhi 

in 1931, “You are the great-

est soul of the 20th century, 

as Beethoven was of the 

19th”) – this mere precept 

of a loving quasi-community 

cannot, by itself, suffice psy-

chologically to induce us to 

meet the greatest 21st-cen-

tury challenge. Fear of the 

dangers faced in common 

must also bind us together. 



Be rationally afraid of these kinds of danger to Humankind ! 
 

 

       
 

 
Footnote: These are mere anthropomorphic metaphors. The Earth and most 
of the rest of “Nature” – the parts of the world where human agency is not 
inbuilt – don’t give a hoot about us. Only certain animals whom we have 
domesticated, our dogs and cows for instance, do that. 



But how are we to convey to each other the necessary combination 

of fear and love and cooperative spirit? How can a “global commun-

ity” of humans pull itself together?  The most profound recent eco-

nomics professor at Harvard is Stephen Marglin, and his book The 

Dismal Science: How Thinking Like an Economist Undermines Com-

munity (2008) says that “in our everyday lives, market relationships 

often erode community [my italics]. In the past, for example, when 

a farm family experienced a setback – say the barn burned down – 

neighbours pitched in. Now a farmer whose barn burns down turns, 

not to his neighbours, but to his insurance company. Insurance may 

be a more efficient way to organize resources than a community 

barn-raising, but the deep social and human ties that are constitu-

tive of community are weakened by the shift from reciprocity to 

market relations.” 



 
 
Footnote with a fact so strange you don't know 
whether to laugh or weep: The epithet “dismal 
science” dates back to 1849 when an eminent 
British journalist and historian, Thomas Carlyle, 
had applied it to the orthodox capitalistic eco-
nomic theory of the day (which other critics had 
been content to call a “foul philosophy” and 
a “pseudo-science”). However, his proposed 
remedy for the shortcomings of capitalism 
would have included replacing wage labour 
with slavery in the sugar plantations of the 
West Indies.  
 



Marglin distinguishes between “com-
munities” and mere (social) “associa-
tions”. He says: “The distinction is fun-
damentally one of commitment and 
identity. Associations, even while they 
provide their own form of social glue, 
make little claim on our loyalties and at 
best make minor contributions to our 
identities.... We are not determined once and for all by, nor chained 
to, our communities, but neither can we [very readily] resign [from 
a community] as we can from [for instance] a bowling league.” He 
further distinguishes between communities based on (a) “necessity” 
and (b) “affinity”: “Precapitalist economic, social, and political ar-
rangements offer abundant examples of communities of neces-
sity.... The problem with communities of necessity is that, absent 



legal compulsion, they are vulnerable to prosperity or, rather, the 
prospect of prosperity.... Communities have always had to cope with 
the lure of ‘out there’ for the young, especially for young men who 
reach the age of emancipation from parental control but have not 
entered into the responsibilities of householding.... [On the other 
hand,] religious communities are a prime contemporary example of 
communities of affinity, but this is not to say that communities of 
affinity must be based in religion. Intentional communities – a par-
ticular sort of community of affinity in which there are a variety of 
kinds and degrees of sharing of goods even if not total communal 
ownership – have waxed and waned.... If communities of necessity 
are put at risk by the temptations of prosperity, communities of 
affinity run an inherent risk of dissolving into associations.”  



He acknowledges, however, that “Association and community are 

best thought of as ideal types.... Real groups of real people lie some-

where on a spectrum in terms of commitment and identity, and the 

spectrum itself shifts over time.” (He is as clear in his insights as Tön-

nies was. And by the way, his wife is an anthropology professor who 

happens also to be very good at Oriya classical dancing.)  
 

He cites a remark made in 1911 by Joseph Schumpeter (who was to 

become the great mentor, at Harvard in the second quarter of the 

20th century, of Paul Samuelson, John Kenneth Galbraith, Paul 

Sweezy and Nicolas Georgescu-Roegen) to the effect that just as a 

series of stagecoaches strung together, each with its own horse-

power, would differ from a railway train, so also, a web of associa-

tions differs from a community.  



Given these insights, I commented, a few years ago in an essay about 

Marglin’s book: “But there we are: As communities become less 

important (on the whole), 21st-century technology [I meant the 

Internet and the smart phones] is abetting new associative webs. 

They are springing up all over. They are undoubtedly less compelling 

than established communities, but they are what we will have (we 

members of humankind) to press ourselves and our governments 

into addressing adequately the problems of ecological degradation.” 
 

 

Marglin told me: “Perhaps you are right, that our best hope for the 

21st century is a dense enough web of associations, and that such a 

web might give us some of what community did in the past. I guess 

I’m not as optimistic as you about the possibilities for substituting 

a web of associations for community, but time will tell.” 



Should we who have been educated at universities (and are sup-

posed to be enlightened) therefore stand around and wait for time 

to tell? (In 1673 a distinguished English poet, John Milton, published 

a theological sonnet ending with the line, “They also serve who only 

stand and wait.”)  Far better than that would be for all of us mem-

bers of civil society to build up actively – in this new age of Internet 

communication – an international matrix of associations potentially 

tantamount to a global community concerned (like some of the old-

fashioned farming communities) with seeing that natural resources 

are properly taken care of. To develop an effective global commun-

ity of ecologically responsible humankind would be quite a political 

achievement “on the ground”.  One could also describe it as “in the 

air” in this age of smart phones and the Internet.  



Wry footnote: By such techniques, plus bribery, the gun makers and sellers 
have prevailed politically in the USA for several decades now. (The Firearms 
Industry Trade Association’s website, www.nssf.org, features images of young 
women empowering themselves with guns.)  
 

 
 



Some of the website’s links are entitled ”Where to Shoot” (that is, where local 
target-practice clubs are to be found), “Opportunities Across the Country” 
(low-paid-job vacancies in the gun industry) and “One Industry, One Voice” 
(with a subtext as follows: “Providing a unified voice of our entire industry, 
your membership helps make our voice that much stronger....”), as well as 
“Access to the Latest Data” and the soothing motto “Firearm Safety First, Last, 
Always” (so that you won’t inadvertently shoot yourself or any of your fellow 
Whites, you’ll just shoot dark-skinned thieves and immigrants and political 
opponents of your favoured candidate).  
 
More hopeful footnote: See www.youtube.com/watch?v=HuelboaoEC0 for a 
brief but statistically impressive talk by Tina Rosenberg, the author of Join the 
Club: How Peer Pressure Can Transform the World, about the effectiveness of 
virtuous peer pressure, re: smoking cigarettes, among American teenagers in 
the late 20th and early 21st centuries. Equally notable is the fact that teen-
agers in the USA and the EU are guzzling less alcohol nowadays than was the  



case at the turn of the century. (The WHO says, for instance, that in 2002, one 
fourth of the 15-year-olds in the EU were drinking beer or the like at least once 
a week, but only one eighth by 2015.) At Alcohol Research UK (an NGO), the 
director of policy development has pointed out, apropos, that because of 
social media, “young people can now have an active social life without leaving 
their house” and that the social media render them more image-conscious 
while also providing documentation of regrettable social behaviour.   

 

Various kinds of association via the Internet are flourishing nowa-

days, but most of them are, IMHO, likely to be rather fleeting if they 

aren’t complemented with local meet-ups of people who care about 

the same things and get to like each other personally on the basis of 

that shared concern. I would, as an ecological economist, like to see  



built up a “Think globally, act locally” mentality of caring for the en-

vironment. It may be done by developing, on the one hand, local 

clubs or club-chapters – within each of which some personal friend-

ships may flourish and strengthen the “social glue”, and, on the 

other hand, by Internet communication among those small clubs 

and club-chapters. those competent neuroscientist (Daniel Levitin) 

has remarked, in a recent book entitled The Organized Mind: 

Thinking Straight in the Age of Information Overload, that “Our 

brains evolved to help us deal with life during the hunter-gatherer 

phase of human history, a time when we might encounter no more 

than a thousand people across the entire span of our lifetime.”  Most 

of us do naturally find our best social satisfactions mainly in the vari- 



ous small communities of one kind and another – family, school 

class, team at work, etc. – which we belong to, and there is, it seems 

to me, a danger that those of us who get plenty of satisfaction from 

the warm quality of those community memberships can be care-

lessly inattentive to the vast environmental problems bequeated to 

humankind, now in the 21st century, by the “animal spirits” of indus-

trial capitalism since the second half of the 19th. 
 



Bibliographical footnote: At www.gandhifoundation.net/gandhi_Articles.htm 
you can access the text of a comprehensive analytical survey of Gandhi’s re-
marks about such environmental and ecological issues as sustainable agri-
culture, preservation of forests, control of pollution, waste avoidance, waste 
management, “respect for all creation”, and vegetarianism.  

 

Next-to-last footnote: Please recall my previous remark that although a small 
local club might “become to some extent a voluntary community” (Marglin 
would say “community of association”), a large one is only an imagined com-
munity.  



6: Wrap-up 
 

Here is a résumé of the main line of argument in this essay:  

Tönnies, Le Bon and Gandhi were “modern” psychologists in the 

sense that their contributions to the discipline were made after in-

dustrial capitalism had become, during the 19th century, a radical 

game-changer in the history of humankind. While Gandhi’s thinking 

as a psychologist implicitly incorporated insights previously set out 

by Tönnies and Le Bon, he was a more profound psychologist than 

Le Bon, as he saw how a massive combination of swaraj (self-discip-

line) and ahimsa could be socially constructive.  
 

This insight of Gandhi’s is relevant to humankind’s historically un-

precedented 21st-century condition of severely diminishing capaci- 



ties of the planet to supply economically invaluable materials and 

services at an adequate per-capita rate. Given this looming macro-

ecological crisis, humankind needs to abandon fascism and to cultiv-

ate – with constructive use of 21st-century techniques of communi-

cation via the Internet – a Gandhian kind of crowd psychology based 

on the concepts of Truth (I am using here a capital T to allow for the 

fact that he meant to include moral as well as factual truth) and of 

an explicitly imagined community of civilized humankind. It is by no 

means certain that such constructive use of the Internet will enable 

the abandonment of fascism to be achieved, but the likelihood could 

be increased by complementing the electronically powered linkages 

with a host of small clubs and/or club chapters oriented somehow 

to the concepts of truth and of an imagined community of human- 



kind mustering the swaraj to rescue itself from the worst ravages 

of “angry” (or “stingy”) “Mother Nature” – each such club or club-

chapter having the potential of becoming an associative community 

to some extent and thus infusing community values (in behalf of the 

imagined community of humankind) into society.   
 

However, this essay has focused on psychology, not on institutions. 

A focus on psychology is worthwhile. A smart professor of law and 

diplomacy, Daniel Drezner of Fordham University, has pointed out 

recently that “the real question is whether [people] can trust one 

another enough not to abuse less legalistic systems [of governance]. 

Changing laws is easier than changing norms.”  
 



Another point worth mentioning is that although this essay has been 

largely about various kinds of social association (such as communi-

ties and societies and crowds and “imaginary communities” and 

little clubs), a moment ago I began also, after having harped on the 

link between fascism and lies, to evoke the notions of factual truth 

and Gandhian moral Truth. As soon as these Gandhian concepts are 

brought into focus we can appreciate the importance not only of 

adult chatting but also of morally decent journalism. And indeed, the 

boundaries between professional journalism and adult chatting on 

the Internet are beginning to be fudged nowadays as, for instance, 

the Internet editions of the best American and British newspapers, 

The New York Times and The Guardian, invite their readers, every 

day of the week, not only to comment on what has been published 

but also to supply news tips for professional follow-up and reporting. 



 
Last footnote: The reason why the Salt March hasn’t been mentioned in 
this essay is that although it may be the most highlighted part of your re-
collections of Gandhi, we foreigners don’t need to highlight it so much 
in order to appreciate the 21st-century significance of his genius as a psy-
chologist. We naturally tend to see his heritage as being not only for India 
in her quest for political and economic swaraj, but also for humankind con-
fronting modern, on the 9th day, ecological catastrophes and the likewise 
huge problem of excessive monetary inequalities.  
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